By Yuichi Kasano
Nanami has lots of questions about the gold fish she’s about to get all to herself. Where was it born? And how? Where did it live before? Was it always the same colour?
36 pages, 227 x 247 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Satomi Ichikawa
While Appoo bathes his baby elephant, a monsoon sweeps in and causes the river to flood. Luckily the two youngsters fear nothing.
40 pages, 215 x 265 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Michaël Escoffier and Matthieu Maudet
They wanted a well-behaved, polite, neat and smart child. So, they bought one. The only problem is that as he grew older he wanted his parents to be as perfect as him.
36 pages, 169 x 227 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Geoffroy de Pennart
Cambouquis is kind of like Cinderella, except he’s a boy.Well, actually a dog. And a mechanic who’s an expert at fixing cars. He has a crazy desire – he wants to become a back-up singer. One day his path crosses that of rock star Lady Wawa.
40 pages, 252 x 225 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Adrien Albert
In order to get to his favourite school on time, when his parents are stuck in bed, Henri needs his motorcycle Papi, and lots of ideas and daring. And that’s okay, because Henri has it all.
36 pages, 269 x 231 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Claude Ponti
Blaise, the masked chickadee, loves making up games and creating comical chaos while constructing stuff, terrifying his chickadee friends, and then tidying it all up again. Here are three examples.
80 pages, 235 x 145 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Isabelle Bonameau
Léonie dreams of training dragons, just like explorer Tata Zata. She can see herself flying astride a giant dragon. But the dragon she meets is really quite small…
36 pages, 223 x 298 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Michel Van Zeveren
Another sheep in his class draws little princes all too well. That makes Pete Mouton feel really bad. He doesn’t know how to draw. Or, at least that’s what he believes. But he’ll discover his own style…
48 pages, 170 x 240 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Isabelle Bonameau
Léonie dreams of training dragons, just like explorer Tata Zata. She can see herself flying astride a giant dragon. But the dragon she meets is really quite small…
36 pages, 223 x 298 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Michael Escoffier and Matthieu Maudet
They wanted a well-behaved, polite, neat and smart child. So, they bought one. The only problem is that as he grew older he wanted his parents to be as perfect as him.
36 pages, 169 x 227 mm in colour, glossy soft cover

By Geoffroy de Pennart
Cambouquis is kind of like Cinderella, except he’s a boy.Well, actually a dog. And a mechanic who’s an expert at fixing cars. He has a crazy desire – he wants to become a back-up singer. One day his path crosses that of rock star Lady Wawa.
40 pages, 252 x 225 mm in colour, glossy soft cover